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The View from Washington: Board News
In 1987 Dr. Richard T. Arndt, with a handful of friends and
professional colleagues, launched the Lois Roth Endowment
(LRE) to honor the life and work of Lois Wersba Roth, a
cultural affairs officer who had devoted her life to the cause of
international cultural exchange. A quarter century later, with
continuing strong support from a loyal donor base and
substantial cooperation with organizational partners around the
world, the LRE's Board is pleased to report another successful year of programming, supporting international cultural
exchange in over a dozen countries, as described below.
To ensure continued wise stewardship and strong management
of the Endowment into the future, the Board took two
significant administrative steps this past year:
On December 3, 2010, the Board elected Dr. Jill E.
McGovern, former CEO of The Marrow Foundation, member
of the Board of The American Institute for Contemporary
German Studies, and long-time member of the LRE Board, to
succeed the founder as its chair. Dick Arndt remains on the
Board as chair emeritus, now focusing his energies on new
program development, while continuing to provide the Board
and staff with the benefit of his long experience through wise
counsel.
Effective May 1, 2011, the Board engaged retired Foreign
Service Officer James L. Bullock as part-time executive
director, to take over day-to-day management and fund-raising
for the Endowment. Mr. Bullock brings to the new position
over thirty years of experience managing overseas cultural
programs as an FSO with USIA and the State Department, as
well as fund-raising experience as a vice-president at the
American University in Cairo. Any question about the
Endowment or its activities may be addressed to Jim at the new
RO. Box, telephones, email and fax addresses listed below.

Country Programs
Australia. A glass sculptor from the Rhode Island School of
Design, Matthew Perez, is currently using a Lois Roth
Endowment grant to expand the scope of his Fulbright year at
the Australian National University (ANU), where he has been
working with Richard Whiteley, an internationally renowned
artist and expert in casting glass. Matt traveled from Canberra
to Melbourne and Sydney as a visiting artist to engage
university audiences on his research project ("To Anneal") on
new techniques of glass fabrication. As an artist, Matt creates
complex shapes to generate what he calls "shape induced
stress." He recently presented his technical findings in a formal
lecture at ANU, soon to be published on www.glassaneal.com
in multiple languages.
Bulgaria.* (See "Literary Translation and Language
Education" and "Institutional Programs" below.)

Denmark. The Roth-Thomson Award for 2010-11, which the
LRE continues to administer in cooperation with the American
Scandinavian Foundation, went to Maggie Taft, in support of
her dissertation research on Making Danish Modern: Imaging
Design, Imagining a Nation. Ms. Taft is a Ph.D. candidate in
art history at the University of Chicago, where she is investigating the production, reception and distribution of design in
Scandinavia and abroad from 1945 to 1960, to demonstrate how
Danish furniture produced during these years both generated
and accumulated cultural and social meanings that were
mobilized in the context of Cold War politics.
Finland. Two Fulbrighters working in Finland also received
Roth-Thomson awards for 2010-11. Both awards were for
projects identified "post-arrival," an approach structured by
LRE to enable scholars to fine-tune their project plans once in
the field.
Lauren Holmes, a Ph.D. candidate in musicology at Yale,
has a Fulbright grant to work on her dissertation Music and
the Nation-State: Finnish Music from Nationalism to
Post-nationalism, examining the government infrastructure that
has supported the export of Finnish music since World War II.
Ms. Holmes initiated an ambitious schedule of interviews with
leading Finnish composers and Finnish musical organizations,
and her LRE grant is funding her research travel outside of
Helsinki.
Christian Benefiel received his MFA in sculpture from the
University of Maryland, College Park, where a large-capacity
foundry enabled him to refine his expertise in metal-casting
processes. He then worked in North Carolina to develop the
world's first foundry powered by methane from landfill gas.
Noting that "toxic and dangerous processes remain common for
artists," Mr. Benefiel went to Finland to research sustainable
practices for artists at foundries. While teaching at the Finnish
Academy of Fine Arts, he built a small sustainable foundry. His
LRE award is enabling him to create a large-scale work in
Pirkkala for that town's permanent outdoor exhibition.
France. * (See "Literary Translation and Language Education"
below.) In addition to its support to the annual Prix Maurice
Coindreau, the LRE is considering a Franco-American
Commission for Educational Exchange proposal for a new
country program.
Iran. (See "Literary Translation Programs" below.)
Italy. * (See "Institutional Programs" below.) The LRE
supports the Millon Award in architectural history, and is
soliciting new proposals from the U.S.-Italy Fulbright
Commission in Rome and others for programs in Italy.
New Zealand.* The 2010-11 recipient of the Robin and Avril
Winks award was Divya Dhar, a young Indian-New
Zealander Fulbright grantee, who had already received a
number of national awards for her work as creator of the "P3
(Peace, Prosperity and Progress) Foundation," an NGO that
mobilizes young people from across the Asia Pacific region to
break out of poverty. Ms. Dhar is using her Winks award
support her study for a Master's Degree in Public Policy at
Harvard's Kennedy School of Government.

